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Introduc6on 

CGEM	offline	so<ware	
•  Simula<on	

ü Detector	descrip<on	
ü Digitaliza<on	

•  Reconstruc<on	
ü Cluster	reconstruc<on	
ü CGEM	track	segment	finding	
p Global	tracking	combining	CGEM	and	MDC	(in	progress)	
ü Track	fiBng	with	Kalman	Filter	for	CGEM+DC	

•  Calibra<on	(to	be	started	next	year)		
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CGEM	detector	construc6on	with	Geant4 
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All basic items constructed 
Except individual readout strips (just one piece)  



CGEM	Geometry	Service	(CgemGeomSvc) 
Ø  Basic	informa<on:	nLayers,	radii,	thickness,	readout	(strips,	pitch,

	stereo	angle),	etc.	
Ø  The	only	source		of	CGEM	geometry	parameters:	

used	in	both	CGEM	simula<on	and	reconstruc<on	
Ø  If	the	basic	structure	of	CGEM	does	not	change,	it	is	easy	to	update

	the	CGEM	parameters	by	changing	the	parameter	file	without	touch
	the	codes. 
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CGEM	digi6za6on 

Ø  A	simplified	model	is	used	at	this	moment:	
projec<on	of	the	track	segment	in	the	dri3	region	onto	the	readout	plane
	without	any	Lorentz	angle,	diffusion	

Ø  Sufficient	at	the	stage	of	CGEM	so3ware	development	
Ø  To	be	improved	according	to	the	beam	test	results	or	Garfield	simula<on 
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Preliminary	Garfield++	simula6on		
of	GEM	detector	 
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Dataflow	of	simula6on 
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Track	Reconstruc6on	with	CGEM-IT 

Outer MDC 
hits 

track	'itting	with	
Kalman	Filter	

method 

Track in 
outer MDC 
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  CGEM	cluster			
		reconstruction	 

		CGEM	track
	segment	'inding 

Global	tracking
	by	matching

	track	segments 
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Global	tracking
	with	Hough

	transformation 

or 

See Isabella’s talk 

ü   

ü   

ü   

(In progress) 



CGEM	cluster	reconstruc6on 
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1.  Continuous fired strips in X (or V):  
X-cluster (or V-cluster) 

2.  Intersection between X and V clusters:  
XV-cluster 

3.  Position of a XV-cluster: 

(mm) (mm) 

RMS~217µm σ~130µm 

1 GeV/c muon 1 GeV/c muon 



Track	segment	finding	in	CGEM	 
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An explicit method: 
 find patterns for the 3 clusters
 from individual charged tracks clusters 

One charged track 

CGEM 

IP 

Track segment 

Steps:   
•   Introduce two kinds of variables: δϕ and δΖ
•  Study the patterns of the distributions 
•  Parameterization of the distributions using mu track 
•  Define the selection criteria for track segments 
•  Segment selection with the predefined criteria 



δZ	paSern 
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Truth δΖ Cluster δΖ 

IP 

δZ: differences in Z with
 respect to Z2 
 
δZ21=Z1-Z2,  δZ23=Z3-Z2 
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µ- with pt=0.8GeV/c 



Parameteriza6on	of	δΖ  
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Fit 2D-δΖ with 1st- order polynomial              

δL 

d/mm 

One example of Pt 0.05GeV,  
δL (-140.6,-105) 
Fitted with Gauss  

Slope changes when 
 Pt <= 0.2 GeV 

•  Resolution is studied with d at different δL 
•  d: the distance between points and the fitted line 
•  δL: position on the fitted line 
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Parameteriza6on	of	δΖ  

σ : standard deviation of Gauss  
σ(δL) fitted with 2nd-order polynomial 
 
Resolution studied at different Pt 
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δϕ	paSern 
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µ- with pt=0.8GeV/c 

Cluster δϕ Truth δϕ 

IP 

x 
y 

O δϕ: differences in ϕ with
 respect to ϕ2 

δϕ21=ϕ1-ϕ2, δϕ23=ϕ3-ϕ2 
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Parameteriza6on	of	δϕ 
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l  d distributions at different δL are  
fitted to Gauss  

l  d is the distance between points and  
the fitted line 

l  δL means position on the fitted line 

µ+/-, pt: 0.05~1GeV/c 

δϕ
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Track	segment	selec6on 
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µ+/- with pt 0.05~1 GeV/c 
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Track segments: the cluster combinations within 3σ of the  
parameterized patterns found in δZ and δϕ 
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Black: selected track segments 
Red:   inconsistent with δZ pattern,     Green: inconsistent with δϕ pattern 



Efficiency		of	segment	finding	for	µ- 
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Nµ-hit: 3~6 

Nµ-hit<3 

Nµ-hit>3 

l Muon can decay or circle around in
 CGEM/DC, in which case no good
 track segment is expected in
 CGEM. 

l For the efficiency study, these
 tracks with decay or circling
 trajectory are excluded. 

fra
ct

io
n 

l Good segments: the 3 clusters can
 match the MC truth from the muon. 

l Efficiency = NgoodSeg/Ngood-µ

l Fake rate =	(NallSeg-NgoodSeg)/NallSeg 

good µ 

circling 



Track	fiUng	with	Kalman	Filter 
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l Track fitting gives the track parameters as precise as possible. 
l Track parameters a are treated as a dynamic system in

 Kalman Filter method 

 
l The Kalman-Filter-based track fitting package for MDC is

 extended to be able to process CGEM cluster and MDC hits 

aini a’i+1=F(ai), wi m’i+1=H(a’i) Update a’i+1!ai+1 

Measurement mi 

Next hit
 (cluster)? 

Extrapolate an@IP 

Track-parameters extrapolation
 in B field with E loss 

yes 

No more 

Estimation of
 uncertainties from E
 loss and multiple
 scattering  

Prediction of the
 measurement 



Track	fiUng	with	Kalman	Filter	(con6.) 
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l Extension of track fitting with Kalman Filter 
ü Geometry and material description of CGEM 
ü Calculation of the CGEM cluster predictions 
ü Update of the track parameter with CGEM 

Approaching point resolution 

σρ 

σz 
Approaching point resolution 

Momentum resolution  



Releases	of	CgemBoss	 
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l CgemBossCVS: archive the developments of CGEM related
 packages, without any influence of current BossCVS 

Inside IHEP:  http://koala.ihep.ac.cn/cgi-bin/viewcvs.cgi/CgemBossCvs/ 
Outside IHEP:  
 http://docbes3.ihep.ac.cn/viewvc/cgi-bin/viewvc.cgi/BESIII/CgemBossCvs/ 

l CgemBoss releases: offline software environment to test the
 codes of CGEM related packages but without touching the
 current Boss releases 
ü  Previous versions: 0.0.1,  0.0.2,  0.0.3,  0.0.4,  6.6.3 
ü  Test versions: 6.6.3.a,  6.6.3.b,  6.6.5.a 
ü  The latest release:  6.6.5  

(Scientific Linux 6, Event model update) 
l  The updates in BOSS releases are traced and incorporated in

 CgemBOSS releases to keep the compatibility of CGEM
 packages. 



Summary 
ü CGEM	simula<on	and	most	reconstruc<on	
packages	were	developed	

ü The	performance	is	reasonable	
ü CgemBoss	are	released	regularly	
² Global	tracking	with	CGEM	and	DC	is	in	progress	
Ø Digi<za<on	model	for	CGEM	is	to	be	improved	
Ø Op<miza<on	and	fine	tuning	of	simula<on	and	
reconstruc<on	is	essen<al	

Ø The	development	of	calibra<on	packages	will	
start	next	year 
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BACKUP 
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Development	of	CGEM-IT	so3ware 

•  Monte	Carlo	study	based	on	full	simula<on	
–  Study	the	expected	performance	
–  Op<mize	CGEM-IT	design 
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Full Sim
(Geant4) Cluster <inding Track <inding

(with outer MDC) 

Kalman track 
<itter Performance 
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Mo<va<on 

•  Aging	of	BESIII	inner	dri3	
chamber 
–  Gain	is	dropping	year	by	
year 

•  CGEM-IT	(a	candidate) 
–  Good	spa<al	resolu<on	
and	radia<on	hardness	

–  Applied	in	KLOE-2	
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Relative gain vs layer  
(from M.Y. Dong’s report) 
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Reconstruc6on	with	CGEM-IT 

MDC 
tracking 

Outer 
MDC hits 

Kalman track 
<itter 

CGEM 
hits 

Track in 
outer MDC 

Kalman 
track with 

CGEM 

CGEM 
true hits 

smearing 

Quick test with different spatial 
resolutions σr = 80µm σz = 150µm 
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•  CGEM	inner	detector		VS
	MDC	inner	detector	
Ø  dz	resolu<on	improved

	significantly	
Ø  comparable	dr	resolu<on	
and	momentum	resolu<on	
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Geometry	 
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CGEM	readout 
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Layer1 Layer2 Layer3 
Sheets	number 1 2 2 
Anode	radius(mm)	 87.50 132.766 175.266 
Layer	width(mm) 549.78 834.2 1101.22 
Sheet	width(mm) 549.78 417.10 550.61 
Z	length(mm) 532.00 690.00 847.00 
Stereo	angle(rad) 0.8018 0.5428 0.5758 
Pitch(mm) 0.65 0.65 0.65 
X	channel	N 846 1284 1696 
V	channel	N 1177 2198 2844 
Total	channel	N 2023 3482 4540 



Dataflow 
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Completed 

Developing 
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Distribu<on	of	number	of	fired	strips	
in	each	cluster 

single	muon	MC	sample	1.0	GeV	|cosθ|<0.93 

31 Average number of strips that each cluster contains is 2~3 in either direction 
nxstrip nvstrip 
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Process	of	Kalman Fitting 
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